
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF DOUGLAS COUNTY, NEBRASKA

THE STATE OF NEBRASKA, ) CASE lD: CR11-1707
)

)

) SENTENCING ORDER
Plaintiff,

VS.

JOSE C. OLIVEIRA-COUTINHO,

Defendant.

Pursuant to Order of this Court entered on December 12,2012, this matter came

onforhearingonApril11,2o13,onmitigatingcircumstancesandsentence

excessiveness or disproportionality before a three-judge panel, appointed by the
:

Nebraska Supreme Cour1. Attorney appearances: James Masteller and John Alagaban 
'

for the State of Nebraska, Plaintiff; Todd Lancaster and Horacio Wheelock with and for I

i

the Defendant, Jose C. Oliveira-Coutinho. On April 3, 2013, the Defendant filed his

Notice of Mitigating Circumstances and Cases for Proportionality Review.
l

Prior to the presentation of evidence, the presiding judge (trialjudge) set forth the 
,

general order of procedure for the sentencing determination proceeding, as required by 
l

Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 29-2521(3). The sentencing panel had before it and had reviewed in

advance of the hearing the presentence investigation report and also the complete Bill i

i

of Exceptions which included the exhibits and the transcript from the trial. (Ex, 1132). 
iThe Defendant called one witness, Dr. Scott Bresler, a forensic psychologist who 
i

i

testified and opined on risk assessment. The Defendant offered exhibits on mitigation, 
i

which were received by the panel. The Defendant also offered and the panel received i

exhibits on propoftionality. The State offered and the panel received exhibits on the i

proportionality issue as well. Following argument, the matter was taken under



advisement. The panel now being fully advised in the premises, finds and orders as

follows:

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On September 1, 2011, the State filed a Direct lnformation charging the

Defendant with one count of theft by deception and three counts of first degree murder

for the deaths of vanderlei, Jacqueline, and christopher szczepanik.

On September 17, 2012, voir dire commenced with individual questioning of

prospective jurors on the death penalty, duration of the trial, sequestration, and pretrial

publicity. After voir dire was completed, a jury was empaneled and sworn on September

21, 2012. Evidence was presented by the State and the Defendant during

approximately two weeks of trial. On October 5, 2012, the jury found the Defendant

guilty of three counts of first degiee murder and one count of theft by deception in the

amount of $24,036.35.

Pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2520 (Reissue 2008), an aggravation hearing

was held October 5, 2012 for the jury to determine the aggravating circumstances

alleged by the State. The State alleged and the jury was instructed on the following

aggravating factors: 1) the murder of Vanderlei Szczepanik was committed for financial

gain, or the defendant hired another to commit the murder toi the defendant; 2) at the

time the murder of Vanderlei Szczepanik was committed, the offender also committed

another murder; 3) the murder of Jacqueline Szczepanik was committed in an effort to

conceal the commission of a crime, or to conceal the identity of the perpetrator of such

crime; 4) at the time the murder of Jacqueline Szczepanik was committed, the offender

also committed another murder; 5) the murder of Christopher Szczepanik was
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committed in an effort to conceal the commission of a crime, or to conceal the identity of

the perpetrator of such crime; and 6) at the time the murder of Christopher Szczepanik

was committed, the offender also committed another murder. The jury returned verdicts

finding all the above aggravating factors existed beyond a reasonable doubt.

Pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2521(3), the Court scheduled a mitigating

circumstances and sentence excessiveness or disproportionality hearing on April 11

and 12,2013.

FACTS

Vanderlei and Jacqueline Szczepanik came to the United States as missionaries

for their church and Vanderlei also did construction work. They first settled in Florida.

(92:21-93:8). Christopher was born during Vanderlei and Jacqueline's time in Florida.

(9a:23-25). The family stayed in Florida for five years and then moved to Omaha to

renovate a missionary school. (95:1-7). The Defendant moved from Brazil to Florida and

started working for Vanderlei during this period. He moved to Omaha with the

Szczepanik family and lived in the converted school with them . (1392:2-14). During this

time, Jacqueline maintained almost daily contact with her daughter, Tatiana Klein, by

means of phone and computer. (93:19-94:4). Tatiana was on vacation from December

23, 2009, through January 6,2010, and did not have the means to contact her family.

(102:1-25). After Tatiana returned from vacation on January 6,2010, she was unable to

reach her mother by phone or other means. (104:3-6). Tatiana eventually came to

Omaha and spoke with law enforcement about her missing family. (107:1-14).

Around the same time frame, others became concerned that they could not

contact the Szczepanik family. One of these people was Humberto Costa, an assistant
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pastor of the Assembly of God Bethlehem Ministry, of which the Szczepanik's were

members. (134:15-16). As part of the church's ministry, Vanderlei and his family moved

to Omaha to work on renovating a school building. (143:10-20). After January 6, 2010,

Costa was unable to contact the Szczepanik family. (a8:5-7). Costa came to Omaha

and after meeting with the Defendant, followed him to the police station. (152:1-21).

At the police station, Costa met with Sgt. Novotny and expressed his concerns

about the family. (48:17-49). Sgt. Novotny, Costa, and the Defendant went to 1722 S.

16th, the location of the school where the Szczepaniks were living. The Defendant had

a key to the door, but the door was frozen shut so he entered through a window and

kicked the door open. (59:-19; 155:1-13). The Defendant then led Sgt. Novotny and

Costa through the building. (60:7-10). lt appeared as though someone had been living

there. There was food in the refrigerator, mail on the counter and toothbrushes in the

bathroom. (69:6-9). Nothing appeared to be in disarray or strewn about. (70:3-6). lt was

noticed that the family's Nissan truck was not on the property. (70:25-71:4). Costa had

spoken with the Defendant, who told Costa that Vanderlei had gone somewhere once

before without telling him where. ('150:10-13). The Defendant also told Costa that he

had been checking the mail and bringing it into the residence. (173:4-7).

Another person who had concerns about the Szczepaniks's disappearance was

Yvonne Stock (Stock). She had hired Vanderlei to remodel her bathroom, (665:10-15).

She spoke with him on December 14 or 1Sth,2009, about coming to start the work on

January 4,2010. (668:15-16), There was a bad storm on that day and she believed that

was why he had not appeared; however, she was subsequently unable to contact him.

$7a:1-15).



Keith McClaskey had hired Vanderlei and his company lGlT to do contract work

removing lead paint from buildings in Omaha. (377:1-22). McClaskey worked closely

with Vanderlei and spoke to him almost daily. (378:14-16;388:16-18). McClaskey held

a party on December 16, 2009, which Vanderlei attended. At the party, McClaskey and

Vanderlei made plans to go hunting in January. The last time McClaskey saw Vanderlei,

Jacqueline, or Christopher was December 16, 2009. (397:3-25). McClaskey tried to

contact the Szczepaniks after that date but was unable to do so either by phone or at

the house. (398:1-12).

Suenis Gonclaves, a friend of both the Szczepanik family and the Defendant,

stored building materials at the 1722 S. 16th street address. Suenis was unable to

contact Vanderlei or Jacqueline the week before despite calling and leaving messages.

(451:19-452:23).

Another close friend of Jacqueline, Simone Borges, testified she had daily

contact with Jacqueline by phone. (600:20-21). The last time Simone spoke to

Jacqueline was on December 16,2009. (601:7-9). Borges received a voicemail from

Jacqueline on December 17,2009, but never heard from her again (603:1).

A worker of Vanderlei's, Carlos Hernandez (Hernandez), was working on

December 17,2009, at a building on Park Avenue owned by Vanderlei. (13S4:'l S-21).

As an employee, Hernandez knew Vanderlei lived at the school on 16th Street and

would go there to get paid every Friday. (1356:11-21). The Thursday before Christmas

2009' Hernandez was working at the Park Avenue address with Vanderlei. (1363: 18-21;

1363:24-1364:11). Hernandez saw Vanderlei leave at the end of the day carrying

buckets of drywall mud that was going to be used the next day. (1368:11-16). Vanderlei



did not show up the next day, so Hernandez waited for him for five hours. (1369:1 B-24).

It was a Friday, so Hernandez went to the school on 16th Street where he knew

Vanderlei lived, but could not find anyone (1371:1-17). On December 18, 2009,

Hernandez did not see the defendant at the Park Avenue address, but he did see

Valdeir Goncalves-Santos (Goncalves-Santos) and Elias Lourenco-Batista (Batista).

(1382:1 6-21).

School records from Christopher's elementary school indicated the last date he

attended school was Thursday, December 17 , 2009. (186:20-25).

A check of phone records for Vanderlei and Jacqueline indicated the last

outbound phone call for either of their phones was a call from Vanderlei to Jacqueline at

8:46 p.m. on December 17 , 2009. (189:1 9-1 g9:1 0).

An investigation into the disappearance of the Szczepanik family was conducted

by the Omaha Police Department. This resulted in a search of the residence at 1722 S.

16th Street on February 1,2010. (279:18-25). During the search, officers looked into a

set of cabinet doors in the Szczepanik' s bedroom and within seconds found at eye level

two envelopes and a wallet containing a total of $36,000 cash. (330:B-17). They also

found $98,000 worth of uncashed checks in the cabinet and $10,000 worth of Menard,s

gift cards. (331:4-11). A bag of active and inactive credit cards of Vanderlei, Jacqueline

and lGlT Corp and lDs for Vanderlei were also found in the closet. (301:14-15;306:'l'1-

12). ltems were also seized that might have DNA on them which could be used as

baseline samples for future DNA identification. These included socks, undenarear and

toothbrushes. (1 037 :22-1038: 1 ).



An investigation into activity on the Szczepanik's lGlT Corp. and Wells Fargo

Bank accounts was conducted. lt was determined that after December 19,2009,

several checks from lGlT dated after December 19 were deposited into the accounts of

the Defendant, Goncalves-Santos, and Batista. The dates ranged from December 21,

2009, to January 5, 2010. Further, $7000 worth of checks were deposited into the

Defendant's account. (915:23). ATM transactions from Vanderlei and Jacqueline's

accounts after December 19th were also discovered. (923:6-20). ATM transactions on

the Szczepanik accounts were photographed from the ATM machines from December

17,2009, continuing to January 20,2010. (944:4-g4G:1g).

The Defendant, Goncalves-Santos, and Batista were initially arrested and

charged for their involvement in the unauthorized financial transaction matters. The

charges against Batista and Goncalves-santos were dismissed. (1113:5-B). Batista was

deported to Brazil. (1113:13-15). Goncalves-Santos was charged with three counts of

first degree murder in which the State filed notice of aggravating circumstances.

(1 1 1 3:1 0-12; 67 9:1 9-22).

Goncalves-Santos went to trial and was represented by Kevin Ryan (678:1-2).

After seven days of trial, which included his common-law wife testifying against him,

Goncalves-Santos decided to stop his trial. (683:16-17.705:9-13). He entered into a

proffer agreement with the State which gavd him immunity for any statements he made.

(685:12-25). Multiple interviews were conducted with Goncalves-Santos and he traveled

to the 17225. 16th Street address and to Lake Manawa with officers to explain what

had happened to the Szczepanik family. (701:2-10). Goncalves-Santos then entered

into a plea agreement in which he pled to one count of murder in the second degree
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and the State and Goncalves-Santos would make a joint sentencing recommendation of

20 years imprisonment, contingent on his continued cooperation and providing truthful

testimony in any cases involving the death of the Szczepanik family. (690:1-14).

As a result of Goncalves-Santos's cooperation, police officers conducted another

search of the residence at 1722 S. 16th Street where Goncalves-Santos pointed out

areas where the murders had occurred. (1073: 17-21). These areas were processed and

blood splatters were found on a radiator in the entryway as well as on the wall under the

radiator. (1075:7-10; 1567:1A4572:17). DNA testing of the blood indicated it was from

Vanderlei. (E867).

On October'13, 2011, officers went to an area of the Missouri River based on

Goncalves-Santos's direction. (1094:6-14). A dive team recovered a bundle of remains

wrapped in a bed sheet. (1103:19-25). The dive team also recovered a metal grate that

was attached to the bundle by a rope. (1107:18-21). The remains found in the bundle

were examined and DNA material was extracted for testing. The results of the testing

showed the remains were of Christopher. (11g8:l-23).

Goncalves-Santos testified at the Defendant's trial as follows: Goncalves-Santos

and Batista came to the United States and owed the Defendant money after they

arrived. (740:24-741:1). When Goncalves-santos needed to go somewhere in Omaha,

the Defendant drove. (743:16-18). Goncalves-Santos said that the Defendant was not

getting along with Vanderlei. (747:22-23). Vanderlei had lowered the Defendant's salary

from $9 to $7 an hour. (748:11-13). Goncalves-santos was working on Thursday with

the Defendant and others at Park Avenue and the Defendant stated he wanted to kill

Vanderlei. (748:25-749:12). The Defendant gave Batista a metal pipe, and then went
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into the basement to kill Vanderlei, but did not because Batista did not have the nerve.

Then all three went to the residence at 1722 S.16th Street. (751:5-752:14).

The Defendant, Batista, and Goncalves-Santos then went to the Defendant's

room where the Defendant was looking at his bank account and complaining that he

had no money and that they had to kill Vanderlei. (753: 12-16). Vanderlei came home

where Batista and Goncalves-santos proceeded to beat him with a pipe and bat until he

fell to the ground. (756:9-13; 759:8-13). The Defendant, Batista, and Goncalves-Santos

then restrained Jacqueline and made her turn over the PIN number to the ATM cards

and sign checks, (760:4-762:19). Goncalves-Santos and the Defendant then went to the

bank and used the ATM card to make sure it worked. (764:10-12).

When they returned, Goncalves-Santos and Batista put a pillow case over

Jacqueline's head and walked her to a stairwell while the Defendant stayed with

Christopher. (769:2-13). At the stainruell, Batista told Goncalves-Santos to tie a rope to

a metal railing. Batista tied the other end of the rope around Jacqueline's neck and

pushed her down the stairs were she hung and died. (770:11-771:'14). Goncalves-

santos then cut her down and put her by the stairs. (TZ1:21-22)

Goncalves-Santos then retrieved Christopher, put a pillow case over his head,

and walked him to the stainvell. (772:16-17). Batista tied a rope around Christopher's

neck and pushed him down the stairs, which led to his death. Santos then cut

christopher off the rope and put him by his mother. (772:22-273:g).

Goncalves-Santos and Batista then put the Szczepaniks into the Defendant's

van. (775:12-17). While Batista and Goncalves-Santos were conducting the hangings
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and putting the bodies in the van, the Defendant was looking through the house for

money. (775:20-21).

The Defendant, Goncalves-Santos, and Batista then went to the Missouri River.

Goncalves-Santos and Batista took the bodies from the van while the Defendant drove

around the area. (776:1-20). Goncalves-Santos took a knife and cut open the stomachs

of each body so they would not float. (777:21-778:5). Goncalves-santos then tied the

bodies to an iron bar and put them in the river. (778:15-25). The bodies were floating, so

Goncalves-Santos eventually cut free Vanderlei and Jacqueline. (781:11-14).

The three then went back to 1722 S. 16th Street where the Defendant and

Goncalves-Santos cleaned up the blood and then went to the Park Avenue address to

sleep. (783: 1 0-785:9; 7 87 :7 -9).

On cross examination, Goncalves-Santos testified he did not have any

agreement with the Douglas County Attorney's Office. (844:1-10; BB5:24-25).

Goncalves-Santos testified that Eduardo Barbosa (Eduardo) was in on the planning of

the killings, knew everything that was going to happen; was told by the Defendant not to

come to the school; and that Goncalves-santos showed him where they had cleaned up

blood and a place where there was blood they missed while cleaning up. (847:6 - B4g:4).

Eduardo testified that he was not told by the Defendant that there was a plan to kill the

Szczepaniks and if he had been, he would have called the cops. (1657:15-21). Eduardo

also testified that the Defendant did not tell him he should not come to the school, nor

was he ever shown blood or where blood had been cleaned up. (165g:1 o-25).

Goncalves-Santos also testified on cross examination that he had told the police

during his August 23, 2011, interview that the Defendant did not have a plan to kill
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Jacqueline or Christopher and that Batista came up with the plan to hang them.

(852:13-21; 853:9-13). Goncalves-Santos also agreed that his testimony at trial was

differentthan what he told police during his interview on August 23,2011. (871:9-12).

Goncalves-Santos agreed ,that when interviewed by Detective Ostermeyer on August

23,2011, he totd her when he arrived at the school on December 17, 2009, the

Defendant had already killed the family and he saw Vanderlei lying on the floor

bleeding. (868:16-867:7). Goncalves-Santos agreed he had said the Defendant was the

only one at the school when Vanderlei was killed. (869:13-16). Goncalves-Santos also

agreed he told Ostermeyer that he walked through the school and found Jacqueline and

Christopher already dead and the Defendant was alone in the building when they were

killed. (870:1-25).

Goncalves-Santos also agreed that his testimony at trial was different than what

he told Detective Spencer on March 2,2010. (871:13-16). Goncalves-santos agreed

that he told Spencer: the last time he saw Vanderlei was in the basement of the Park

Avenue residence (872:1-3); that he (Goncalves-Santos) did not do anything and he

was innocent (874:10-12, 23-24); and that the Defendant never asked him to get

involved in anything wrong. (873:19-23). Goncalves-Santos also agreed that on

February 1,2010, he told Spencer, "As God is your witness, I didn't know anything."

(875:10-13)..Finally, Goncalves-Santos testified that there was never a plan that his

debt to the Defendant would be erased in exchange for his participation in the killing of

the Szczepanik family. (858:1-1 S).
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LEGISLATIVE GUIDELINES FOR THE THREE-JUDGE PANEL

Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 29-2519(1)

. . . .The Legislature therefore determines that the death penalty should be
imposed only for crimes set forth in 28-303 and, in addition, that it shall
only be imposed in those instances when the aggravating
circumstances existing in connection with the crime outweigh the
mitigating circumstances, as set forth in Secs. 29-2520 to 29-2524.
(Emphasis supplied.)

Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 29-2521(3)

(3) When a jury renders a verdict finding the existence of one or more
aggravating circumstances as provided in section 29-2520, the panel of
judges shall, as soon as practicable after receipt of the written report
resulting from the presentence investigation ordered as provided in
section 29-2261, hold a hearing to receive evidence of mitigation and
sentence excessiveness or disproportionality. Evidence may be presented
as to any matter that the presiding judge deems relevant to (a) mitigation,
including, but not limited to, the mitigating circumstances set forth in
section 29-2523, and (b) sentence excessiveness or disproportionality as
provided in subdivision (3) of section 29-2522. Any such evidence which
the presiding judge deems to have probative value may be received. The
state and the defendant and his or her counsel shall be permitted to
present argument for or against sentence of death. The presiding judge
shall set forth the general order of procedure at the outset of the
sentencing determination proceeding. After the presentation and receipt of
evidence and argument, the panel shall determine an appropriate
sentence as provided in section 29-2522.

Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 29-2522

The panel of judges for the sentencing determination proceeding shall
either unanimously fix the sentence at death or, if the sentence of death
was not unanimously agreed upon by the panel, fix the sentence at life
imprisonment. Such sentence determination shall be based upon the
following considerations:

(1) Whether the aggravating circumstances as determined to exist justify
imposition of a sentence of death;

(2) Whether sufficient mitigating circumstances exist which approach or
exceed the weight given to the aggravating circumstances; or
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(3) Whether the sentence of death is excessive or disproportionate to the
penalty imposed in similar cases, considering both the crime and the
defendant.

ln each case, the determination of the panel of judges shall be in writing
and refer to the aggravating and mitigating circumstances weighed in the
determination of the panel.

lf an order is entered sentencing the defendant to death, a date for
execution shall not be fixed until after the conclusion of the appeal
provided for by section 29-2525.

Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 29-2923 Aggravating and Mitigating Circumstances

The aggravating and mitigating circumstances referred to in sections 29-
2519 to 29-2524 shall be as follows:

(1 ) Aggravating Circumstances:

(a) The offender was previously convicted of another murder or a crime
involving the use or threat of violence to the person, or has a substantial
prior history of serious assaultive or terrorizing criminal activity;

(b) The murder was committed in an effort to conceal the commission of a
crime, or to conceal the identity of the perpetrator of such crime;

(c) The murder was committed for hire, or for pecuniary gain, or the
defendant hired another to commit the murder for the defendant;

(d) The murder was especially heinous, atrocious, cruel, or manifested
exceptional depravity by ordinary standards of morality and intelligence;

(e) At the time the murder was committed, the offender also committed
another murder;

(f) The offender knowingly created a great risk of death to at least several
persons;

(g) The victim was a public servant having laMul custody of the offender
or another in the lawful performance of his or her official duties and the
offender knew or should have known that the victim was a public servant
performing his or her official duties;

(h) The murder was committed knowingly to disrupt or hinder the lawful
exercise of any governmental function or the enforcement of the laws; or
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(i) The victim was a law enforcement officer engaged in the laMul
performance of his or her official duties as a law enforcement officer and
the offender knew or reasonably should have known that the victim was a
law enforcement officer.

(2) Mitigating Circumstances:

(a) The offender has no significant history of prior criminal activity;

(b) The offender acted under unusual pressures or influences or under the
domination of another person;

(c) The crime was committed while the offender was under the influence of
extreme mental or emotional disturbance;

(d) The age of the defendant at the time of the crime;

(e) The offender was an accomplice in the crime committed by another
person and his or her participation was relatively minor;

(0 The victim was a participant in the defendant's conduct or consented to
the act; or

'(g) At the time of the crime, the capacity of the defendant to appreciate the
wrongfulness of his or her conduct or to conform his or her conduct to the
requirements of law was impaired as a result of mental illness, mental
defect, or intoxication.

STATUTORY AGGRAVATI NG CI RCUMSTANCES

The three-judge sentencing panel must make its sentence determination after

first considering whether the aggravating circumstances as determined to exist justify

imposition of a sentence of death. Neb. Rev. stat. $ 29-2522(1). The panel concludes

that the six aggravating circumstances as determined to exist by the jury justifies the

imposition of a sentence of death.

Under the Sixth Amendment, a defendant has the right to a jury determination of

the aggravating circumstances asserted against him. sfafe v. Gales,265 Neb. 5gg, 623,

658 N.W. 2d 604,624 (2003). Each aggravating circumstance must be proven beyond a
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reasonable doubt. Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 29-2520(4X0 (Reissue 2008); Sfa/e v. Vela,279

Neb.94, 111,777 N.W.2d 266,283 (2010).

ln the present case, an aggravation hearing was held on October 5, 2A12

pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2520. The same jury that convicted the Defendant

convened to determine the existence of six statutory aggravating circumstances

charged by the State, two for each count of first degree murder. The jury was instructed

on the following aggravating factors alleged by the State: (1) the murder of Vanderlei

Szczepanik was committed for financial gain, or the defendant hired another to commit

the murder for the defendant (Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xc)); (2) at the time the

murder of Vanderlei Szczepanik was committed, the offender also committed another

murder (Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xe)); (3) the murder of Jacqueline Szczepanik was

committed in an effort to conceal the commission of a crime, or to conceal the identity of

the perpetrator of such crime (Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xb)); (4) at the time the

murder of Jacqueline Szczepanik was committed, the offender also committed another

murder (Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1)(e)); (5) the murder of Christopher Szczepanik

was committed in an effort to conceal the commission of a crime, or to conceal the

identity of the perpetrator of such crime (Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2529(1Xb)); and (6) at the

time the murder of Christopher Szczepanik was committed, the offender also committed

another murd.er (Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xe)). The jury returned verdicts on October

5,2012 finding all the above aggravating factors existed beyond a reasonable doubt.
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1. Aggravators found with respect to the murder of Vanderlei Szczepanik

The jury found beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravators found in Neb.

Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xc) and (e) existed with regards to count I of first degree murder

of Vanderlei Szczepanik. The sentencing Panel accepts the jury's verdict as to the

existence of these aggravating circumstances.

a. Neb. Rev. Stat. g 29-2523(11(cl

The jury found beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravators found in Neb.

Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1)(c) existed with regards to count I of first degree murder of

Vanderlei Szczepanik. Section 29-2523 (1Xc) provides that "The murder was committed

for hire, or for pecuniary gain, or the defendant hired another to commit the murder for

the defendant." Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xc) The Nebraska Supreme Court has

construed this factor to apply to apply (1) to the hired gun, (2) to the hirers of the gun,

and (3) to murder primarily motivated by the belief that the death of the victim would

result in his/herfinancial gain. Sfafe y. Rusf, 197 Neb. s2B, S3Z-38, 2s0 N,W.2d 967,

874 (1977); NJl2d Crim. S 10.3 (2010-2011 ed.). The Defendant objects to the (1Xc)

aggravator because any felony murder based on robbery would "automatically" have the

1(c) aggravating circumstance. The Defendant bases his argument on Sfafe v. Peery,

199 Neb,656,261 N.W.2d 95 (1977) and Sfafe y. Rus/, 197 Neb. 528,250 N.W.2d 867

(1977). The Panel does not find this argument persuasive.

ln Rusf, the defendant and two accomplices robbed a grocery store at gunpoint,

fled in an automobile, and shot at police, killing one officer and wounding three others.

The defendant was convicted for the killing of the officer in the perpetration or attempt to

perpetrate a robbery and three counts of maliciously shooting at the other officers with
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intent to kill or wound. The sentencing panel found that the aggravating circumstance at

(1Xb) existed, that the murder was committed in an apparent effort to conceal the

commission of a crime, or to conceal the identity of the perpetrator of a crime, because

the robbers were masked, they were apparent strangers in the neighborhood, and the

murder was part of the attempt to escape and so part of the effort to conceal their

identity. Rusf, 197 Neb. at 536-37,250 N.W.2d 867 at 873. The panel furtherfound that

the (1)(c) aggravator did not exist, that the murder was committed for hire, or for

pecuniary gain, or the defendant hired another to commit the murder for the defendant.

/d. The Nebraska Supreme Court stated the panel properly applied the (1)(c) criteria

because:

Where, as here, the murder was committed as part of an attempt to
escape or to conceal the identity of the perpetrator, we do not consider the
murder was committed for a pecuniary gain even though the result could
possibly have been to enable [the defendant] to keep the proceeds or the
robbery. . We believe the Legislature intended by each definition to
convey a different concept, at least to the extent that some added different
and important element, e.9., motive or purpose, is included in each
separate definition even though some fact or facts in a particular case may
pertain to more than one of the definitions, e .g., pecuniary gain may be the
result.

ld. at 538, 250 N.W.2d a|874. The Court construed (1Xc) to apply to murder motivated

primarily by a desire for pecuniary gain.ld. a|537,250 N.W.2d at874. Thus, a finding

that the (1Xc) aggravator exists would have been improper because the (1Xb)

aggravator eiisted-the murder could not be primarily motivated by pecuniary gain

where the motivation was to concea! the identity of the perpetrator. See td.

ln Peery, the defendant was convicted of first degree murder and robbery for the

murder of a coin shopkeeper and theft of items in the store. After the aggravation

hearing, the sentencing panel concluded that because the victim was bound and
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gagged, she knew ihe defendant by name, and could recognize the defendant's

physical features, the murder must have been committed to conceal the identity of the

defendant, the perpetrator of the crime of robbery, and conceal the commission of the

robbery. Peery,199 Neb. at 673,261 N.W.2d at 104. Thus sentencing panel concluded

the aggravating circumstance at (1Xb) existed. The sentencing pane[ furtherfound that

the aggravator at (1)(c) existed because "the defendant did commit it as a part of the

robbery, which robbery was for pecuniary gain of the defend ant." ld. at 674,261 N.W.2d

at 104. The Nebraska Supreme Court reversed thisfinding on appeal because in order

for (1Xc) to apply, the murder must have been motivated primarily by desire for

pecuniary gain. /d. Because the defendant committed the murder to conceal his identity,

the primary motivation for the murder could not be for pecuniary gain. See ld.

ln the present case, the jurywas only instructed on aggravators (1Xc) and (1)(e)

with respect to count I of murder of Vanderlei Szczepanik. The evidence adduced at trial

and the aggravating circumstances hearing is sufficient for the jury to conclude the

murder of Vanderlei was primarily motivated by pecuniary gain. Near the end of

December 2009, when friends and family members became concerned that they could

not contact the Szczepanik family, the Omaha police began an investigation into the

family's disappearance. The investigation revealed that after December 1g, 2009,

several checks from IGIT dated after December 19 were deposited into the accounts of

Defendant, Santos and Batista. The dates ranged from December 21,2009, to January

5' 2010' The amount of total cashed checks was approximately $13,000, with 97000

worth of checks deposited into the Defendant's account. ATM transactions from

Vanderlei and Jacqueline's accounts after December 19th were also discovered. ATM
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transactions on the Szczepanik accounts were photographed from the ATM machines

from December 17,2009, continuing to January 20,2010. The Defendant, Goncalves-

Santos, and Batista also made in-store purchases with the victims' bank cards. The

Defendant, Goncalves-Santos, and Batista were initially arrested and charged for their

involvement in the unauthorized financial transaction matters.

The Defendant's co-defendant Goncalves-Santos testified that he and Batista

came to the United States and owed the Defendant money after they arrived. Santos

further testified that the Defendant was not getting along with Vanderlei because

Vanderlei had lowered the Defendant's salary from $9 to $7 an hour. The Defendant's

wife testified at trial that he communicated to her about his desire to kill Vanderlei.

Goncalves-Santos was working on Thursday, December 17, 2009, with the

Defendant and others at Park Avenue where the Defendant stated he wanted to kill

Vanderlei. The Defendant gave Batista a metal pipe to kill Vanderlei, but he did not

have the nerve. The Defendant, Batista, and Goncalves-Santos then went to the

Defendant's residence at 1722 S. 16th Street where the Defendant was looking at his

bank account and complaining that he had no money and stated that they had to kill

Vanderlei. When Vanderlei came home, Batista and Goncalves-Santos beat him with a

pipe and bat until he fell to the ground, The three then restrained Jacqueline and made

her turn over the PIN number to the ATM cards and sign checks. The Defendant and

Goncalves-Santos then went to the bank and used the ATM card to make sure the plN

worked' When they returned, the Defendant discussed with Goncalves-Santos and

Batista what had to be done with Jacqueline and Christopher. Goncalves-santos and
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Batista then hung Jacqueline followed by Christopher. The Defendant meanwhile was

searching through the house for money.

The above evidence adduced at trial supports the jury's finding that the murder of

Vanderlei Szczepanik was committed primarily for pecuniary gain. The evidence shows

that the Defendant stated he wanted to kill Vanderlei; Santos and Batista owed the

Defendant money; Vanderlei had cut the Defendant's wages, and the Defendant was

having money problems; and subsequent to the murder of Vanderlei, the Defendant

used Vanderlei's ATM card to withdraw money. Thus the Panel accepts the jury's

finding that aggravator (1Xc) exists with regard to the murder of Vanderlei Szczepanik.

b. Neb. Rev. Stat. g 29-2s23(11(el

Next, the jury found beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravator found in Neb.

Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1)(e) existed with regards to count I of first degree murder of

Vanderlei Szczepanik. Section 29-2523 (1Xe) provides that "At the time the murder was

committed, the offender also committed another murder." The Defendant argues that

(1Xe) becomes an automatic aggravating circumstance once there is a second killing,

and thus is improper under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States

constitution. The Panel does not find this argument persuasive.

The Defendant cites Sumnerv. Shuman,4B3 U.S.66 (1987) forthe proposition

that (1)(e) is an improper "automatic" aggravating circumstance once there is a second

killing. The Panel finds Sumner distinguishable. ln Sumner, the defendant was

convicted of first degree murder and sentenced to life imprisonment without possibility

of parole' While serving his life sentence, the defendant was convicted of capital murder

for killing a fellow inmate. Pursuant to the Nevada statute in effect at that time, his
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second conviction mandated a sentence of death. The Nevada mandatory capital-

sentencing statute precluded a determination whether any relevant mitigating

circumstances justified imposing on him a sentence less than death. After the jury

rendered a verdict of guilty, all that remained for the trial judge to do was to enter a

judgment of conviction and impose the death sentence. The death sentence was a

foregone conclusion. Sumner,483 U.S. at78. Thus, the Court found that a mandatory

sentence of death did not comport with the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. /d. at

85.

Unlike the Nevada statute at issue in Sumner, Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2529(1Xe)

does not mandate a sentence of death automatically upon multiple murders. Rather,

once aggravator (1)(e) is found to exist beyond a reasonable doubt, the sentencing

panel must still determine whether such aggravator is sufficient to impose the death

penalty, whether mitigating factors outweigh the aggravator, and whether a sentence of

death would be disproportionate to similar cases. See Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2522. The

Supreme Court has never held that an "autom atic" aggravatoris unconstitutional; rather,

an "automatic" death sentence is unconstitutional. Thus, the Panel concludes

subsection (1Xe) does not violate the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.

The Nebraska Supreme Court has stated that subdivision (1Xe) is "clear, easily

understood, and no clarification or construction is necessary." Sfafe v. Simants, 1gT

Neb' 549, 250 N.W.2d 881 (1977).ln reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence to show

that the defendant committed more than one murder during the course of the same

criminal transaction, the issue is whether the jury could rationally conclude that the
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defendant engaged in a continuous and uninterrupted process, over a short period of

time, of killing more than one person. NJl2d Crim. S 10.5 (2010-2011 ed.).

The evidence at trial was sufficient to show the Defendant committed more than

one murder during the course of the same criminal transaction. A jury found the

Defendant guilty of three counts of murder, one for each member of the Szczepanik

family, and the testimony at trial demonstrated that Vanderlei, Jacqueline, and

Christopher were murdered in the same criminal transaction occurring on the evening of

December 17,2OOg a|1722 South 16th Street, Omaha, Douglas County. As discussed

above, Goncalves-Santos testified that Vanderlei was killed at the residence a|1722 S,

16th Street on December 17,2009. At or near the same time, the Defendant grabbed,

punched, choked, and tied up Jacqueline in a locked bedroom at the same address.

Christopher was also tied up and locked in the bedroom with his mother. The

Defendant, Batista, and Goncalves-santos then made Jacqueline turn over the PIN

number to the ATM cards and sign checks. Goncalves-santos and the Defendant next

went to the bank to use the ATM card to make sure it worked, and also to search for a

place to eventually dump the bodies. When the Defendant and Goncalves-Santos

returned after verifying the PIN number was correct, Jacqueline was hung, and then

Christopher. The Defendant then drove Goncalves-Santos, Batista, and all three bodies,

which they had wrapped in blankets and plastic, to dispose of the bodies in the Missouri

River. After the bodies were dumped in the river, the Defendant drove Goncalves-

Santos and Batista back to the residence to clean up evidence of the murder. From a

review of the above evidence adduced at trial and at the aggravation hearing, the panel

finds that there was sufficient evidence to support the finding of the jury that each
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murder of the Szczepanik family was committed during the same criminal transaction on

December 17,2009.

2. Aggravators found with respect to the murders of Jacqueline and
Christopher Szczepanik

The jury found beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravators found in Neb.

Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xb) and (1)(e) existed with regards to both count ll and count lll

of first degree murder of Jacqueline and Christopher Szczepanik. The sentencing Panel

accepts the jury's verdict as to the existence of these aggravating circumstances.

a. Neb. Rev. Stat. g 29-2529(1l,(bl

The jury found beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravator found in Neb.

Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1Xb) existed with regards to count ll and count lll of first degree

murder of Jacqueline Szczepanik and Christopher Szczepanik. Section 29-2523 (1Xb)

provides that "The murder was committed in an effort to conceal the commission of a

crime, or to conceal the identity of the perpetrator of such crime." Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 2g-

2523(1Xb). The Nebraska Supreme Courl has held that for this aggravator to apply, a

defendant must commit the murder in an effort to conceal a crime other than the murder

itself. sfafe v. sandoval,2Bo Neb. 309, 368-69, 7gg N.w.zd 172,22j (2010). The

Defendant concedes that the aggravating circumstance in (1)(b) can be considered by

the Panel.

The evidence adduced at trial demonstrates that the Defendant, Goncalves-

Santos, and Batista were employees of Vanderlei, and knew the Szczepanik family well.

The Defendant met Vanderlei and Jacqueline in Florida in the early 2000s, and moved

to Omaha with them. The Defendant lived with the Szczepanik family in the converted

school building at 1722 S. 16th Street. The evidence at trial demonstrated that the
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Defendant's dispute was with Vanderlei over money, and Jacqueline and Christopher

were simply innocent bystanders. After Vanderlei was killed and the Defendant verified

that the ATM information he received from Jacqueline was correct, the Defendant

discussed with Santos and Batista what had to be done with Jacqueline and

Christopher-kill them. The Panel concludes that the evidence at trial is sufficient to

support the jury's findings that Jacqueline and Christopher were murdered to conceal

the identity of the Defendant.

b. Neb. Rev. Stat. g 29-2523(1Xe)

Next, the jury found beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravator found in Neb.

Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(1)(e) existed with regards to both counts ll and lll of first degree

murder of Jacqueline and Christopher Szczepanik. Section 29-2523 (1)(e) provides that

"At the time the murder was committed, the offender also committed another murder."

The Defendant argues that with respect to counts ll and lll, subsection (1)(e) is an

improper aggravating circumstance because the State was allowed to "double dip" by

establishing more than one aggravating circumstance using the same facts. The Panel

does not find this argument persuasive, and concludes the jury had a sufficient factual

basis to conclude that at the time of the murder of Jacqueline, the Defendant committed

another murder, and at the time of the murder of Christopher, the Defendant committed

another murder.

The Supreme Court has established that it is not reasonable to overlap the

aggravators in subsections (1)(c) (murder primarily for pecuniary gain) and (1Xb)

(murder to conceal commission of a crime or conceal identity of perpetrator of a crime)

because each subsection is intended to convey a different concept with an added
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different and important element, e.g., motive or purpose. Likewise, subsections (1)(e)

(more than one murder) and (1)(fl (offender created a great risk of death to several

persons) cannot be overlapped. See Sfafe v. Rust, 197 Neb. 528, 537-38, 250 N.W.2d

867, 873-74 (1977). However, as the Nebraska Supreme Court recognized in Sfafe v.

simanfs, 197 Neb. 549,567,2s0 N.w.2d 881, 891 (19r7), subsection (1Xe) may apply

to each count of murder because each murder is a separate count with a separate

intent to murder each individual. See Sfafe v. Simants, 1gT Neb. 54g, 56T, ZSO N.W.2d

881, 891 (1977) disapproved of on other grounds by State y. Reeyes,234 Neb. 711,

453 N.W.2d 359 (1990) (where defendant had committed six murders, "The courtfound

that at the time each murder was committed, the offender committed five other murders,

and therefore subsection (e) apptied to each of the counts.").

The jury found beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravator found in Neb.

Rev. Stat. 529'2523(1Xe) existed with regards to count ll and count lll of first degree

murder of Jacqueline and Christopher, and the Panel accepts this finding. As in

Simants, at the time the Defendant committed each murder in counts ll and lll, the

Defendant committed another murder, and therefore subsection (1)(e) may apply to

each of the counts.

Based on the foregoing facts and aggravators, the Panel concludes that each of

the six aggravating circumstances found beyond a reasonable doubt by the jury are

significant and substantial, and warrant the imposition of the death penalty.

The Court agrees with the following from Defendant's Notice of Mitigating

Circumstances and Cases for proportionality Review:
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What can be considered as mitigating circumstances was set forth in State v.

Holtan, 205 Neb. 314, 318, 287 N.W.2d 671, 674 (1980):

"We conclude that the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments require that
the sentencer, in all but the rarest kind of capital case, not be Precluded
from considering as a mitigating factor, any aspect of the defendant's
character or record and any of the circumstances of the offense that the
defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence less than death."

(quoting Lockett v. Ohio,438 U.S. 586 (1978)). "Nothing in our statute precludes the

courtfrom considering all aspects of the defendant's character." ld.

ln Tennard v. Dretke, 542 U.S. 274 (2004), the Supreme Court of the United

States addressed what is relevant evidence in regards to mitigating evidence in a

capital case. The Court held:

[T]he meaning of relevance is no ditferent in the context of mitigating
evidence introduced in a capital sentencing proceeding than in any-othei
context, and thus the general evidentiary standard-"any tendency to
make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination
of the action more probable or less probable than it would without the
evidence"-applies.

ld. at 284 (quoting McKoy v. North Carolina,494 U.S. 433,440-441 (1990)). The Court

went on to state, "Thus, a State cannot bar 'the consideration of ... evidence if the

sentencer could reasonably find that it warrants a sentence less than death.'" ld.

Additionally, the Court has held, "Just as the State may not by statute preclude the

sentencer from considering any mitigating factor, neither may the sentencer refuse to

consider, as a matter of law, any retevant mitigating evidenc e." Eddings v. Oklahoma,

455 U.S. 104,113-15 (1982).

Statutory Mitigati ng Circumstances

Nebraska's capital sentencing scheme provides that a jury - if not waived -
determines only the existence of aggravating circumstances. Sfafe v. Mata,275 Neb. 1,
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21,745 N.W. 2d 229,249 (2008). lt is left to the three-judge panel to determine the

existence of mitigating circumstances, to weigh the aggravating and mitigating

circumstances, and to determine the sentence, /d. There is no burden of proof with

respect to mitigating circumstances, and the defendant may present evidence which is

probative of the existence of a statutory or nonstatutory mitigating circumstance, but the

risk of nonproduction and nonpersuasion is on the defendant. Sfafe v. Gales,26g Neb.

443,459,694 N.W.2d 124, 146 (2005). The State may also present evidence to prove

the nonexistence of a mitigating circumstance; however, the State is not required to

disprove the existence of mitigating circumstances and the burden of production and

persuasion rests with the defendant. State v. Lotter, 255 Neb. 456, 513, 5g6 N.W. 2d

591,631 (1998).

At the hearing on the mitigating circumstances and sentence excessiveness or

disproportionality held on April 1 1, 2013, the Defendant specifically argued that the

mitigating circurnstances found at Neb. Rev. Stat. 5 2g-2523(2)(a)(b) and (e) are

supported by the evidence. The Panel has reviewed these and all of the statutory

mitigating circumstances and unanimously agrees that the evidence supports (2)(a), the

offender has no significant history of prior criminal activity.

Although there was not unanimity, one or more of the panel members afforded

some weight to the statutory mitigating circumstance at (2Xb), that the Defendant acted

under unusual pressures or influences or under the domination of another person.

Likewise, although there'was not unanimity, one or more of the panel members afforded

some weight to the statutory mitigating circumstance at (2Xe), that the Defendant was
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an accomplice in the crime committed by another person and his or her participation

was relatively minor.

Non-Statutory Mitigating Circumstances

As cited above, Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2521 requires the sentencing panel to

consider "any relevant mitigating circumstance."

The Supreme Court of the United States has concluded that the sentencer in a

capital case must consider as a mitigating factor "any aspect of the defendant's

character or record and any of the circumstances of the offense that the defendant

proffers as a basis for a sentence less than death." Lockett v. Ohio,438 U.S. 586, 604

(1978). See a/so Kansas v. Marsh,548 U.S. 163, 174 (2OOG). Thus, when a defendant

is faced with imposition of the death penalty, he or she "may offer any evidence on the

issue of mitigation, even though the mitigating factor is not specifically listed." State v.

Reynolds,235 Neb. 662, 696, 457 N.W. 2d 4OS,42S (1990).

Aggravating and mitigating circumstances are, to a large extent, prescribed by

statute, but panel is required to consider any evidence in mitigation. Neb. Rev. Stat. g

29-2522. Sfafe v. Joubert, 224 Neb. 41 1, 423-24,399 N.W.2 d 237 , 247 (1980). ln order

for something to be considered a mitigating factor it must be probative of any aspect of

the defendant's character or record or any of the circumstances of offense that could be

proffered as basis for sentence less than death. Neb. Rev. Stat. S Zg-2522. State v.

Rusf, 208 Neb. 320,320,303 N.W.2d 490, 494 (1g8i).

The sentencing panel is not limited to consideration of our own statutory

mitigators. For example, in Sfafe v. Sandoval, the sentencing panel concluded no

statutory mitigating circumstances existed, but found that one nonstatutory mitigating
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factor existed-that the defendant suffered from a bad childhood resulting from being

raised in a dysfunctional family. See a/so Sfafe v. Gatindo,269 Neb. 443, 450-51, 694

N.W.2d 124, 140 (2005) (sentencing panel found no statutory mitigating circumstances

but considered two nonstatutory mitigating circumstances: the defendant's strong

relationship with members of his family and his ability to adapt to life in prison); State v.

Ellis,281 Neb. 571, 610, 799 N.W.2d 267,300 (2011) (sentencing panel did not find

any statutory mitigating circumstances to exist, but considered the nonstatutory

mitigators of the defendant's history of mental health problems); S/afe v. Mata,266 Neb.

668, 676, 668 N.W.2d 448, 462 (2003) (sentencing panel found no statutory mitigating

circumstances to exist, but considered four nonstatutory mitigating circumstances: the

defendant's ability to adapt to prison conditions, the defendant's le of 85, the

defendant's history of substance abuse, and the defendant's relationship with his

parents).

The Defendant's Notice of Mitigating Circumstances, filed April 3,2013, alleged

seventeen non-statutory mitigating circumstances which are not contained in Neb. Rev,

Stat. S 29-2523. The Defendant contends the following non-statutory mitigating

circumstances are recognized either by precedent, other state's statutes, or the United

States Criminal Code:

First, the presence or absence of any prior felony conviction. Cal. penal Code

Sec. 190.03(c).

Second, the Defendant previously has not:

1. Been found guilty of a crime of violence;
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2. Entered a guilty plea or a plea of nolo contender to a charge of a crime of

violence; or

3. Received probation before judgment for a crime of violence. Md. Code

Ann., Crim. Law g 2-303(hX2).

Third, the extent of the Defendant's cooperation with law enforcement officers or

agencies with the office of the prosecuting attorney. Colo. Rev. Stat. S 18-1.3-

1201(4)(h)

Foutlh, it is unlikely that the Defendant will engage in further criminal activity that

would be a continuing threat to society. Colo. Rev. Stat. S 18-1 .3-1201(aXk); Md. Code

Ann., Crim. Law g 2-303(hx2)(vii); Kan. Stat. Ann. g 21-4626.

Fifth, whether there is a likelihood that the Defendant will pose a danger to others

in the future. Wash. Rev. Code. Ann. S 10.95.070,

Sixth, the Defendant's likely ability to adapt to life in prison. See Sfafe v. Mata

sentencing order, Ex. #119, pp. 130, 148; and State v. Anderson and Hochstein,262

Neb. 31 1 , 632 N.W.2d 2ZS (1990).

Seventh, the Defendant was not personally present during the commission of the

act or acts causing death. ilt. Comp. Stat. 720 ILS S/9-1(cXS).

Eighth, the act of the Defendant was not the sole proximate cause of the victim's

death. Md. Code Ann., Crim. Law g 2-303(h)(2)(vi).

Ninth, another defendant or defendants, equally culpable of the crime, will not be

punished by death. N.H. Rev. stat. Ann. g 630:S(v)(g); tB u.s.c.A. g 3592(a)(4).

Tenth, there is residual or lingering doubt of the defendant's guilt as to the

murder of the Szczepanik family. "Lingering or residual doubt" is defined as the state of
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mind between beyond a reasonable doubt and beyond all possible doubts. Peopte v.

Demetrulias, 39 cal, 4th 1,42, 137 p.3d 229,2s7-sg (2006); Sfafe v. Hartman,42

s.w.3d 44,55-58 (Tenn, 2001); Peopte v. Harris,37 cal.4th 310, 359, 1'lB p.3d s4s,

57e (2005).

Eleventh, circumstances which fairness, sympathy or mercy lead to decide

against the death penalty. Oklahoma Uniform Jury lnstructions, OUJI-CR 4-TB (2nd ed.

2008 Supp.).

Twelfth, the Defendant has always had a strong work ethic and maintained

steady employment as a means to support his wife and family, has a strong relationship

with his family, and is a good and supportive father to his children. See Sfafe v. Gales,

265 Neb. 598, 603, 658 N.W.2d 604, 610 (2003).

Thirteenth, the Defendant's biological father was an alcoholic who left his mother

before the Defendant was born. The Defendant's mother was also a heavy user of

alcohol while the Defendant was growing up. The Defendant's step-father, who married

the Defendant's mother soon after he was born and who the Defendant considers as his

own father, died in a flood attempting to save another person. See Eddings v.

oklahoma,455 u.s. 104, 107-08 (1g82); Roperv. simmons,543 u.s.551,ssg (2005);

and Ropper v, Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 568, (2005); and Catdweil v. Mississippi, 472

u.s. 320, 330-331 (1985).

Fourteenth, the effect a death verdict would have on the Defendant's family

including: his wife Patricia; their two children, Patrick and Kaick; his ailing mother

Espagita in Brazil; and, his siblings in Brazil. This mitigating circumstance often referred
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to as the "Family Sympathy" mitigator has been recognized by courts in the past. See

Cullen v. Pinholster, 131 S. Ct. '1388, 1404 (2011).

Fifteenth, the Defendant had offered to plead guilty to second degree murder

with a recommendation of a 20 year sentence, the same agreement the co-defendant

santos was given. see sfafe v. Ryan,233 Neb. r4,444 N.w.2d 610 (1ggg).

Sixteenth, although the State rejected the Defendant's plea offer, a counter offer

was made in which the Defendant could plead to three counts of second degree

murder, crimes for which the maximum penalty would have been less than death, /d.

Seventeenth, the victims were Brazilian or of Brazilian descent, the Defendant is

Brazilian, and the Brazilian government, through the Consul General of Brazil in

Chicago, on behalf of the Ministry of External Relations of Brazil, has requested that the

panel consider the fact that Brazil has rejected the death penalty as a punishment.

Further, that Brazil is a party to the Protocol to the American Convention on Human

Rights to Abolish the Death Penalty, which expressly forbids the use of the death

penalty in the penaljustice system.

ln considering the seventeen non-statutory mitigating factors advanced and

argued by the Defendant, the Panel views the First and Second non-statutory mitigators

as consistent with the Panel's finding on the statutory mitigator contained in Neb. Rev.

Stat' $ 29-2523(2)(a)' Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2523(a) provides that "The offender has no

significant history of prior criminal activity," which is consistent with the First and Second

nonstatutory mitigators alleged by the Defendant.

The Panel also agreed that it could give no weight to the Third, Tenth,

Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and seventeenth non-statutory mitigators.
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Although the Panel was not unanimous, the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth,

and Twelfth non-statutory mitigating factors were afforded some weight by some Panel

members,

Although the Panel was not unanimous, some Panel members afforded greater

weight to the Ninth, Fifteenth, and Sixteenth non-statutory mitigating factors.

Finally, with regard to the Eleventh non-statutory mitigating factor, although the

Panel was not unanimous, some Panel members gave weight to the fact that

Jacqueline's daughter, Tatiana Klein, stated in her victim impact statement in the

presentence investigation, "l would like these men to be imprisoned without the

possibility of parole. I do not believe in the death penalty.',

DETERMINATION OF SENTENCE

Under the statutory scheme governing the death penalty, if sufficient mitigating

circumstances exist which approach or exceed the weight given to aggravating

circumstances, the death penalty cannot be imposed. Neb. Rev. Stat. SS 2g-2S1 g,29-

2522. sfafe v. Sandoval,280 Neb. 309, 373,7g8 N.w.2d 122,224 (2010). For

purposes of provision allowing imposition of death penalty if mitigating circumstances do

not approach the weight given to aggravating circumstances, "approach" means a

coming or being near in quality or character. Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-2522(2). State v.

Moore,250.Neb. 805, 831, ss3 N.w.2d 120, 13g (1996), stay of execution on

reconsideration,2T3 Neb. 4g5,730 N.W.2d 563 (2007). For purposes of imposing the

death penalty, balancing of aggravating circumstances against mitigating circumstances

is not merely a matter of number counting but, rather, requires careful weighing and

examination of the various factors. Neb. Rev. Stat. g 29-2522. Sfafe v. Victor,235 Neb.

...,

I

l
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770,794,457 N.W,2d 431,447 (1990). ln the balancing of the aggravating and

mitigating circumstances, the death penalty will not be imposed simply because

aggravating circumstances outnumber mitigating circumstances; the test is whether

aggravating circumstances in comparison outweigh mitigating circumstances. Neb. Rev.

Stat. $$ 29'2522, 29-2523. Sfafe v. Simants, 197 Neb. 549, 250 N.W.2d BB1 (1977).

Nebraska's death penalty statutes contemplate the weighing of the aggravating and

mitigating factors and a decision on the death penalty according to which type carries

the most weight. This is unavoidably a matter of judgment to be determined by the

sentencing panel subject to review. Absolute certainty in such matters is unattainable

but the provision in Nebraska law for mandatory review in capital cases is a positive

safeguard and insures against error. Sfafe v. Holtan, 197 Neb. 544,546,250 N.W.2d

876, 879 (1977) disapproved of on other grounds by State v. Palmer,224 Neb. 282, 3gg

N.W.2d 706 (1986).

CONCLUSION

After carefully weighing the aggravating circumstances and mitigating

circumstances, the sentencing panel does not unanimously agree that the aggravating

circumstances existing in connection with the crimes outweigh the mitigating

circumstances.

SENTENCE

The Defendant was informed of the convictions for the crimes of:

COUNT l: Murder in the First Degree (Class I Felony);

COUNT ll: Murder in the First Degree (Class I Felony);

coUNT lll: Murder in the First Degree (class I Felony) and
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COUNT lV: Theft by Deception over $1500 (Class lll Felony)

The Defendant was given his right of allocution and the Court could find no legal

reason why sentence should not be passed against him.

Following the trial and aggravation hearing by the jury and the mitigation hearing

by the three judge panel, pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat, Sec. 29-2519(1), and Neb. Rev.

Stat. Sec. 25-2522, it is the judgment and sentence of the sentencing panel that

Defendant be imprisoned in an institution under the jurisdiction of the Nebraska

Department of Correctional Services for a period of:

COUNT l: Life lmprisonment;

COUNT ll: Life lmprisonment to be served consecutively to the sentence
imposed in Count l;

COUNT lll: Life lmprisonment to be served consecutively to the sentence
imposed in Count ll;

COUNT lV: Minimum twenty (20) years - Maximum twenty (20) years to be
served consecutively to the sentence imposed in count lll. credit
for time served on Count lV of 1 1gl days.

It is further ordered that pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. S 29-4106 (Reissue 2008),

as amended by L.B. 190, 2010 Nebraska Laws, the defendant shall submit to a DNA

test and shall pay to the Nebraska Department of Correctional Services twenty-five

dollars ($25'00). Such amount may be taken by the Department of Correctional

Services from funds held by the defendant in the trust account maintained by the

Department of Correctional Services on behalf of the Defendant, until the full amount in

the order has been remitted. Judgment is rendered against the Defendant for the costs

of prosecution. Mittimus signed.
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DArED this ZO dayof -ry,2013.
BY THE COURT:

siding Judge
District Court J

lliam Zastera
District Court J

Mark Kozisek
District Court Judge
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